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This paper combines traditional dialectology, comparative sociolinguistics and 

contemporary syntactic theory to determine the trajectory of a borrowing first attested in North 
American French in 1901.  French varieties spoken in contact with English typically display 
some degree of integration of the English intransitive preposition back.  In (1), back is used 
with the same locative meaning and in the same position as it is in English.  Following 
Mougeon et al’s (1980) analysis of such data, I link the rise of back to the gradual loss in 
productivity of the re- suffix (e.g. revenir “to come back”, refaire “to do again”) in French.  
(1)  Il s’en vient back où ce-qu’était la vielle.  (Nova Scotia; Aucoin 1953)  
 “He comes back to where the old woman was.”  
In situations of intense language contact, back takes on an iterative meaning, the second of   
re-‘s meanings illustrated above:  
(2) J’ai commencé à refumer back.  (Lousiana; Rottet 2000)  
“I started smoking again.”  
In some varieties, back has been reanalyzed as an adverb, occupying the same syntactic 
positions as aspectual adverbs like souvent “often”:  
(3) Il m’a back frappé.  (Southeast New Brunswick; Perrot 1995)  
 “He hit me again.”  
(4)  Veux-tu back faire ça? (Prince Edward Island; King 2000)  
 “Do you want to do it again?”  
Syntactic reanalysis may also extend to locative back, even though French-origin locative 
adverbs do not precede the past participle or the infinitive.  
(5) Il a back amené la tape.  (Nova Scotia; Comeau 2007)  
 “He brought back the tape.”  

On the basis of both interdialectal comparisons and intradialectal real and apparent time 
quantitative analyses, I identify five stages in the integration of back, involving variable 
presence/absence of the re- suffix, meaning extension and syntactic reanalysis.   I show that 
syntactic change is a consequence of semantic change and, recursively, of a previous syntactic 
change.    
  
 


